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mobile Show. Competitors quickly entered the field, and by
1936 fifty thousand a year were rolling off production lines,
costing six or seven hundred dollars apiece and containing
cooking as well as sleeping units. Many homemade ones also
joined the highway procession. To the restless and uprooted,
seeking adventure or a job and wary of taxes and rent, this
self-sufficient vehicle held the lure of house boat or tramp
steamer. By the summer of 1938, however, the novelty had
worn thin, and sales slumped badly*
The eclipse of the trailer, with its cumbrous sway on
carves and blocking of visibility, undoubtedly served the
interests of safety. That consideration needed every aid in an
era of increasing congestion and high speeds which exacted
an annual toll of forty thousand deaths and a million and a
quarter injuries, two thirds of them manifestly preventable.
A gory description of highway mortality, *'—And Sudden
Death/' written by J. C. Furnas for the Reader's Digest in
1935 and distributed also in four million reprints, had little
visible effect, for nearly two thousand more fatalities oc-
curred in 1936 than the year before. After the attainment
of a record high in 1937 the accident rate fell somewhat for
the rest of the era, thanks probably to stiffer penalties for
lawbreakers, safe-driving pledges and local newspaper cam-
paigns against *'mixing alcohol and gasoline/*
For many persons bus travel offered substantial savings
over rail fares, if at some sacrifice in comfort A popular
movie, "It Happened One Night" (1934), presented such
overland journeys in romantic guise. The number of pas-
sengers, including children in school busses, rose from fewer
than one and three-quarter billion fares in 1933 to more
than four and three-quarter billion in 19 41.
Passenger bus and freight van had made considerable in-
roads upon railway traffic even before the Depression struck.
With their overcapitalization the lines were caught short,
and between 1929 and 1933 both passenger and freight
revenues declined fifty per cent. In consequence almost a

